DIRECTIONS TO CAMP SUNRISE

FROM RUTLAND

Go West on Route 4 to Exit 2

Turn Right on Route 22A

Turn Right on Route 144 (Follow Signs)
  - There is a State Sign for Camp Sunrise
  - G & L Store is on the corner
  - Look for the big beaver sign

Turn Left on Lake Sunset Road
  - It is the first left hand turn
  - There is a State sign

Camp Sunrise is on the Right
  - There is a Camp sign
  - When you see the lake you’re there

FROM BURLINGTON

Go South on Route 7 to Vergennes (30 minutes)

South on Route 22A to Benson (40 minutes)

Turn Left on Route 144 (Follow Signs)
  - There is a State Sign for Camp Sunrise
  - G & L Store is on the corner
  - Look for the big beaver sign

Turn Left on Lake Sunset Road
  - It is the first left hand turn
  - There is a State sign

Camp Sunrise is on the Right
  - There is a Camp sign
  - When you see the lake, you’re there